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Ira Lapidus' global history of Islamic societies, first published in 1988, has become a classic in the

field. For over two decades, it has enlightened students, scholars, and others with a thirst for

knowledge about one of the world's great civilizations. This book is based on parts one and two of

Lapidus' monumental A History of Islamic Societies, revised and updated, describes the

transformations of Islamic societies from their beginning in the seventh century, through their

diffusion across the globe, into the challenges of the nineteenth century. The story focuses on the

organization of families and tribes, religious groups and states, depicts them in their varied and

changing contexts, and shows how they were transformed by their interactions with other religious

and political communities into a varied, global and interconnected family of societies. The book

concludes with the European commercial and imperial interventions that initiated a new set of

transformations in the Islamic world, and the onset of the modern era. Organized in narrative

sections for the history of each major region, with innovative, analytic summary introductions and

conclusions, this book is a unique endeavor. Its breadth, clarity, style, and thoughtful exposition will

ensure its place in the classroom and beyond as a guide for the educated reader.
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Ira Lapidus's global history of Islamic societies, first published in 1988, has become a classic in the

field. This book, Islamic Societies to the Nineteenth Century, which is based on parts one and two of

his monumental study, revised and updated, describes the transformations of Islamic societies from

their beginning in the seventh century through their diffusion across the globe into the nineteenth

century. The story focuses on the organization of primary communities, religious groups, and states,



and shows how they were transformed by their interactions with other societies into a varied and

interconnected family of societies. Organized in narrative sections for the history of each major

region, with analytic summary introductions and conclusions, this book is a unique endeavor. Its

breadth, clarity, and thoughtful exposition will ensure its place in the classroom and beyond.

Ira Lapidus is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of California, Berkeley. Throughout his

long and illustrious career he has published extensively. His abiding interest has been the

relationship between the family, the tribe and the city, and this is exemplified in his current work and

previous publications, including Contemporary Islamic Movements in Historical Perspective (1983),

Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages (1984), Islam, Politics and Social Movements, co-edited with

Edmund Burke (1988) and A History of Islamic Societies (1988, 2002).

The best if it's kind by far.Clear, brilliant and completely comprehensive, yet nuanced . A triumph of

scholarship by a genius

Love love love love this book! It is so informational and covers a great deal of information!It arrived

quick and it was in perfect condition!

This was a great read, but my Kindle version was flawed by a random appearance of fat

parentheses in many of the words, which created a stumbling block in reading this dense work. I still

have no idea what some of the words are supposed to be, since they are both Arabic and

parenthetical!

It has everything needed for a Middle East scholar or history buff! If you were wondering about a

specific topic in the Middle East, this book more than likely will have it. It is a dense book but easy

read! I would recommend this book to anyone who would like to know the history of the Middle East!
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